Minimum Price,

Maximum Dependability

The Power of
Precision

Korindo Wind has built-in advantages that allow us to offer lower overall costs than our
domestic competitors in the United States. With lower costs for steel, other raw materials
and operating, the landed price of Korindo Wind tower sections to project site is less than
the cost of getting towers from a U.S. factory. And with Korindo Wind, you get added value
throughout the process:

Guaranteed On-Time Delivery
Korindo Wind is an
ISO 14001 and ISO
9001:2000 certified
manufacturer of high
quality wind towers
and monopiles with
an 800-tower annual
capacity. We have
delivered more than
600 towers for U.S.
projects and nearly 1,000
around the world. We
consistently deliver the
highest quality towers,
and Korindo Wind has
a perfect on-time
delivery record.

It costs us money to have a ship sitting in port waiting to be loaded, so whatever it takes to
complete your towers on time, we’ll get it done. And you’ll know well in advance exactly
when your sections will arrive.

Cost Certainty
We have negotiated a maximum rate with an overseas shipping partner, so you will know
your maximum cost up front and well in advance.

Best Port Rates
Due to the volume of business we do with U.S. ports, we are able to negotiate the most
competitive rate possible for your shipment.

Fewer Inland Costs & Hassles
All of your sections will be delivered to the port closest to your project site so your inland
logistics challenges, transport costs and state-by-state permitting issues will be minimized.

Batch Delivery
All of your sections will arrive at your site at the same time, ready to install. Your project
manager will be able to schedule cranes and other heavy equipment accordingly to save on
rental fees and eliminate costly down time.

Delivery to Port or Site
In the United States, Korindo Wind has strong ties with a heavy haul partner so we can
manage logistics from the port all the way to your project site.

One Plant, One QA Professional
Korindo Wind can cost-effectively deliver high quality sections anywhere in the world. If you
are pursuing projects in multiple countries, you can place one quality assurance professional
at our factory rather than many in the plants of multiple suppliers.

Let’s Generate Some Power
Korindo Wind manufactures, delivers and supports
wind towers with precision every step of the way, and
we won’t be satisfied until you are. To start your project
with the precision of Korindo Wind, contact us today.

www.KorindoWind.com
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Exclusive Agent for Korindo Wind
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Los Angeles, CA 90010
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